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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Introduction

PATH FINANCE has a solid track record in the successful implementation of software programs with over 520 clients, of
which 260 companies internationally, with a high volume in Africa, and active relations with around 300 banks in 50
countries for implementation of banking communication services, and has worked hard for many years in the following
areas :
Towards the various objectives sought in the implementation of a cash-flow management software program:
 Providing local users with dedicated software programs for better daily management,
 Auditing banking invoicing (conditions of value, costs, scales of interest and administrative cost tickets),
As well as likely pitfalls:
 Roll-out over a particular geographical perimeter,
 Collection of bank details,
 The capacity of teams to operate these new tools.
PATH FINANCE is a company specialising in the roll-out of unusual financial projects:
 Geographical perimeter deemed to be difficult,
 A heterogeneous financial context, often unstandardized,
 Advanced interfaces between software programs,
 Multi-sites, notably with requirements of water-tight access for each user over his or her own perimeter.
Immediately following creation of a market niche, PATH FINANCE targets the roll-out of financial software programs over
an international scale, in particular in Africa, a continent where the banking sector is unstandardized, and requiring major
in-field expertise, very poorly managed by market editors.
This expertise is appreciated and recognised by undeniably African stakeholders, as proven by case studies over TOTAL,
ORANGE, OPTORG, TRACTAFRIC, NECOTRANS, ENEO, etc. Other experiences in the Middle-East, Eastern Europe and Asia
have also opened up our reach to other areas, which has helped to make PATH FINANCE a key partner.

1.2

A unique experience

1.2.1
TOTAL project
 Introduction
As the first large-scale project following the merger between ELF and FINA, in 2001 TOTAL entrusted PATH FINANCE with
the role of project coordinator for roll-out of the local XRT software program over a perimeter of 40 African subsidiaries
and overseas departments and territories; the choice of the XRT solution was officially enacted as it was already rolled out
across certain ELF subsidiaries.
Very quickly, and once confronted with a multitude of unexpected issues:
 Lack of resources to manage the various field assignments,
 Difficulty in implementing statement collection,
 Heterogeneous skills of local teams,
TOTAL requested our assistance to manage the whole project in its various components.
The collection of account statements is the first step to be organise for companies on the African continent who wish to
implement cash-flow management software and/or banking reconciliation software.
Because banking telematics are not standardised in various countries in Africa, banks, whether national or foreign, issue
account statements which have significant differences in the coding system and legal of detail of transactions. Indeed,
each bank is able to propose a fully-owned solution in terms of the distribution method (online, email, file transfer) and
data format (AFB, Swift, ASCII, paper).
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For a cash-flow manager, this multitude of offers is very complex to manage, both functionally and technically, through
local installation, training and software maintenance needs.
On the strength of its technical expertise, PATH FINANCE meets with banks on an individual basis and :
 Gradually imposes a unique and universal operating method on banks with the daily issue to each subsidiary
concerned of an email containing the account statement of the previous day’s transactions;
 Exploits the opportunity to develop many components to correct and/or convert banking files, which are
fundamental for the roll-out of software programs in the West Indies, Africa, Indian Ocean and Middle East areas.
These specialist components today enable the following:
 Auditing compliance of these files in the agreed format (AFB120, PF128, SWIFT MT940...),
 Provision of necessary corrections in all of the expert cases where this format does not comply 100% to standards
(one case in two),
 Auditing the individual qualification of each transaction on statements and re-classifying this in line with a
harmonious dictionary which can be used in the software programs deployed upstream.
 Case study
Situation
Major challenge
Reasons
Service required
PF supplied

Result

Financial management of Total Overseas
Lack of reliable and comparable information over the geographical remit concerned
The disparity of cash-flow management solutions, from manual management to use of a dedicated software program,
reinforced by very unequal professional levels
To homogenise financial practices of subsidiaries in 40 countries, in the use of a common system as well as an overall
professional improvement program
 A project manager based at the registered office of the client during the 8 months of the project
 An audit of each subsidiary, in its internal organisation and relations with local banks
 Roll-out of the XRT software program and specific banking file converters developed by PATH Finance
 A training and support program for professional improvement of each Financial Department
Fully operational subsidiaries, having reviewed and renegotiated their banking conditions, and able to better manage locally
and produce homogeneous reporting for the registered office

 Learnings
The project is an undeniable success:




"When we discussed the project internally, teams announced that they would need a total of 4 years for implementation. Thanks to PATH
Finance, we rose to this challenge in just 9 months, thanks to the whole team." - L. KANE – TOTAL
"Thanks to PATH Finance... I can confirm that in the field, the cash-flow project will be an undeniable success " - C. DIKONGUE - TOTAL
"... I would hope to be able to once more work together. As former project managers, I would like to thank you for the skills and ability you
provided to our Cash-flow project..." - D. SOULLIER – TOTAL

However, the roll-out method (locally rolled-out software) is a clear obstacle in our ability to support various client teams :
 Users :
o In their operational requirements (use of a function),
o In their professional requests, the majority of cash-flow managers are former accountants,
 Local IS management teams in the maintenance of user workstations (re-installation, regular software updates),
 Registered office teams in their desire to centralise and consolidate information.
Moreover, local management of the collection and processing of statements remains a significant daily task. Requiring
technical formatting analysis and professional skills (continuous balance verification, description of information), it is often
left by the wayside by IS managers and undertaken by operational staff, who are often overburdened.
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1.2.2
ORANGE project
 Introduction
At the end of 2003, PATH FINANCE won the project for overhaul of the Financial Management of ORANGE Côte d’Ivoire.
 Case study
Situation
Major challenge
Reasons
Service required

PF supplied

Result

Financial Management of ORANGE Côte d’Ivoire
Assistance in complete overhaul of the Financial Management team
The lack of a cash-flow management and banking reconciliation solution, along with internal organisation which does not take
due account of these professions and pertaining information flows
An audit of the existing system, analysis of flows and internal procedures, recommendations and roll-out of a cash-flow
management and accounting reconciliation system, implementation of interface procedures, a seminar to raise awareness of
departmental managers and management committees.
 Audit of the company, in its internal organisation (software used) and relations with local banks
 Analysis of telematic capabilities of each bank, implementation of automatic standardisation correctors of abstracts
received
 Roll-out of Sage Tréso 1000
 Interface analysis and development necessary between information systems
 A training and support program for all levels of management so as to raise awareness of stakeholders to the role and
position of Cash-flow in the company
A fully-overhauled Financial Management team, gradually rolling-out audits required and scheduled cash-flow management, in
interface with other company departments

 Learnings
From a technical point of view, the project was managed in collaboration with local partner Sage, so as to be able to
manage technical aspects related to installation and maintenance of the Sage software solution, SGBD tools (SQL
database) and various Windows servers necessary for roll-out.
This distribution of roles enabled management of the technical support issue, but this would have been difficult, and even
impossible to implement in many countries, due to the absence of any qualified local distributor.
This did not resolve all other requirements and needs for support as identified.
From an operational perspective, vocational training of operating teams, raising awareness of managers (Purchasing,
Sales, HR, Technical) as to the impact of their decisions on Financial Management, such as that of the Management
Committee, responded to the need to reposition Financial Management at the centre of the information circuit in the
company.

1.2.3
CFAO project
 Introduction
In 2004, the CFAO Group, who was aware of the TOTAL project and encountered the same issues over a very similar remit,
contacted PATH FINANCE. We proposed an overall approach, capitalising on our experience, through detailed and comparative
analysis, backed up by figures, between the XRT, SAGE and Kyriba offers, with the editor offering a new approach with a 100% Saas
solution.

This solution and the development of technologies and communication tools, in particular the internet, appear to be a
significant development in our profession and clear response in our capacity to support clients. Undeniable assets clearly
lie in the fact there is no local installation, a common and shared database, access by each individual user to the perimeter
concerned (local, regional, global).
CFAO shared our conviction over this added-value, and accepted the project and indicated the first pilot sites to approve
operational suitability of the offer and response times for a remote connection (with the internet still being limited in
some countries).
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 Case study
Situation
Major challenge
Reasons
Service required
PF supplied

Result at present

CFAO Group (formerly PPR)
Organisation and computerisation of cash-flow management and bank consolidation for each entity in the perimeter (over 120
entities in 35 countries and 5 overseas departments and territories)
Lack of historical financial culture, disparity in the banking environments, lack of standardisation, high financial fees, difficulties
in channelling homogeneous information to the registered office
Homogenising financial practices in the 120 subsidiaries over 40 countries, in the use of a common system as well as a
professional homogenisation program
 Project management and coordination for 4 years
 The group audit and definition of challenges in relation to overall financial costs
 Assistance in selection of software programs from amongst those available on the market
 The audit of each subsidiary, internal organisation and telematic capacities of banks
 Analysis and development of all banking and accounting interfaces
 Roll-out of specific banking file converters developed by PATH Finance
 Roll-out of the Kyriba software program (cash-flow management) and Episoft (banking reconciliation)
 A training and support program for professional improvement of each department
 A maintenance department for project sustainability
 Roll-out of a central platform for collection and automated processing of account statements across the entire
perimeter
Over 150 subsidiaries, close to 1,000 bank accounts and over 100 users already rolled-out
Project self-funding through profits (largely exceeding costs)
Optimised daily management with tools providing improved visibility
A centralised cash-flow basis allowing for remote assistance, direct supervision by the registered office and global reporting

 Learnings
This large-scale project is managed with CFAO by a single person, who internally coordinates the successive claims from
subsidiaries wishing to benefit from the project, and define a schedule in line with priorities of financial stakes ; the
objective outlined is to self-fund the following subsidiaries through savings made in the subsidiaries already rolled-out.
In 2005, the teams from PATH FINANCE coordinated the project in its operational, technical and professional dimension,
and were responsible for organisation:
 Of a local auditing assignment combining teams from various local subsidiaries,
 Of the pre-roll out remotely of tools for collection and the Kyriba platform,
 Of a local training mission for teams over professional cash-flow software.
Beyond the role of integrator, PATH FINANCE is reflecting on a solution allowing for the elimination of any local processing
of banking files. In order to not defer this issue centrally, the idea is to succeed in creating an automation platform which
is as complete as possible for various processing, operating in a white room 24/7 and ensuring management of files
received as and when as well as their deposit on the Kyriba platform for integration.
Consequently, the MULTIPATH platform with which PATH FINANCE also offers the guarantee of quality of banking
information which fuels client tools :
 A single classification for operating codes regardless of the country and bank concerned,
 A richer level of precision than that offered as standard.
The Kyriba software, which is automatically populated by full and standardised statements in line with this unique
classification, consequently offers total autonomy for auditing: banking transactions are correctly identified and precisely
analysed, and the application of audited value dates in line with those negotiated. Dedicated reporting and
implementation of dedicated procedures streamline the claims process.
With the trend of 2 million euros per annum of bank reimbursements, namely 10% of outstanding balances, the project is
a success and for PATH FINANCE, the refusal of a commonly accepted idea according to which implementing a financial
software program in Africa is impossible. This remains a major challenge, and it is our job.
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1.2.4
OPTORG/TRACTAFRIC project
 Introduction
During 2011, PATH FINANCE offered OPTORG, a user of Kyriba for its French registered office, the opportunity to roll-out
its application for its 30 African subsidiaries and to coordinate the project in line with a tried and tested methodology.
OPTORG accepts and uses the logic of parametrisation of Kyriba as proposed by PATH FINANCE, as a replacement for that
in place.
The PATH FINANCE teams use the parameters of companies, banks, agencies, accounts and roll-out the perimeter to
African subsidiaries. The various reporting packages ready for use allow for rapid response too requirements :
 Subsidiaries in line with their respective management maturity, from that where the cash-flow function is
managed by simple accountants to that where it is coordinated by experienced financial experts,
 Users of the registered office having consolidated analyses.
During this pre-roll out phase, bank statements are used to populate the Kyriba platform along with the start-up of various
banking services for delivery of the statement, of which the date is difficult to manage.
 Learnings
During the roll-out phase and prior to training local teams, OPTORG delegated to PATH FINANCE daily monitoring of the
Kyriba database over its new African perimeter. The objective is twofold ; firstly, to ensure that file deliveries are regular
and respect the continuity of balances, and to streamline the transfer of skills to end users at the time of production by
delivering the following :
 A familiar environment : users work on their own data and not unrepresented trials,
 A database of searches, for immediate handling of the software for daily operations, avoiding the necessity to
continue to manage cash-flow in another environment, whilst awaiting operational launch of their new software
program.
Training is undertaken directly over new tools, with a maximum degree of efficiency whilst monopolising teams to a
minimum.
1.2.5
NECOTRANS Project
 Introduction
After being reassured by the success of its many successive projects, in 2015 NECOTRANS group chose the MULTIPATH
/Kyriba and PATH FINANCE offer to coordinate roll-out of its project over the entire international perimeter, with 92
entities and 200 banking relations across 40 countries.
The same logic of parametrisation was implemented.
 Learnings
As with OPTORG, NECOTRANS delegated to PATH FINANCE the daily monitoring of the Kyriba database over its new
African perimeter.
PATH FINANCE developed its MULTIPATH offer so as to automate the reminder of banks not having issued statements on
time.
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1.2.6
ENEO Project
 Introduction
At the end of 2015, PATH FINANCE signed an official deal with ENEO (formerly AES-SONEL), historical operator in the
electricity sector in Cameroon for computerisation of Financial Management.
Situation
Major challenge
Reasons
Service required

PF supplied

Result at present

ENEO (formerly AES SONEL)
Organisation and computerisation of cash-flow and banking reconciliation and auditing supervision of daily receipts of the 160
country agencies, constructing approved cash-flow forecasts by deadline and nature, anticipating and managing financial risks
Complex excel management, lack of daily recuperation of electronic account statements, difficulty in management and lack of
productivity related to volumes, in particular for supervision of cash-flow and the auditing of banking conditions.
Audit of the existing system, analysis of flows and internal procedures, recommendations and roll-out of a cash-flow
management software, banking reconciliation, financial management and accounting. Implementation of 7 interfaces with
internal applications.
 Management and coordination of the project from end to end
 Audit of the Financial Management, in its internal organisation as well as relations with banks
 Analysis and development of all banking and accounting interfaces
 Roll-out of MULTIPATH, BYPATH to automate all flows
 Roll-out of the Kyriba software program (cash-flow management)
 A training and support program for professional improvement of each department
 A maintenance service for project sustainability
 Management of cash-flow : overall vision in real-time. Decision-making and auditing invoices are optimised.
 Organisational improvement : organisational tools, allowing for optimisation of internal processes and management
rules
 Productivity and security : automation at all levels : daily banking reconciliation and accounting to relieve users of
fastidious tasks and enabling security of flows and reduced fraud.
 Quality reporting: life post-excel: the status of customised reporting, including regional analyses, all available in real-time
have been replaced by quality excel files, including daily maintenance which was very chronological, regardless of risks
pertaining to update errors.

 Learnings
The on-site audit allowed us to meet all the key of IS Management stakeholders and analyse the processing channels by
way of the various software programs used: invoicing, receipt, accounting.
On the strength of this analysis, PATH FINANCE proposed implementation of various interfaces, in particular to meet to
the various auditing requirements for daily receipts and monitoring of activities.
The precise analysis of the aggregation criteria allowed reduction of the volume of information by making the tools
useable on a daily basis.
1.2.7
BCBF project
 Introduction
During 2016, the BANQUE COMMERCIALE DU BURKINA FASO, interested in the Kyriba solution signed a deal with PATH
FINANCE.
To meet to the banking requirements, a comprehensive operational solution was implemented:
 MULTIPATH for collection and re-qualification of statements,
 Cash-flow management,
 Account reconciliation,
 Financial management,
 Account entries,
 BYPATH for automation of exchanges between their information system and the Kyriba servers.
Technical teams from PATH FINANCE are called upon for development of components for the management of Swift files,
which, as retrieved via their Swift connection, require specific re-processing for:
 Removing transaction data (connection / disconnection headers),
 Filtering files by type: MT101, MT202, MT900, MT940 and MT950,
 Renaming them by type andissuing bank code.
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The creation of new re-qualification rules and population of the PF dictionary with new dedicated codes allowing the
identification of specific operations related to the banking profession, notably in the regional and national compensation
processes.
 Learnings
The responsiveness and expertise of PATH FINANCE allowed the users to use Kyriba in a thorough manner.

1.3

PATH Finance Datacenter

In early 2013, with an objective of ultimate streamlining, PATH FINANCE launched its own Datacenter, natively connected
to that of KYRIBA, so as to offer clients a 100% hosted solution and to free up their IS management teams from having to
manage roll-out and monitoring.
This architecture also allows all Kyriba clients to be offered the requalification power of the MULTIPATH platform.
Whether collected via EBICS or Swiftnet, statement files are saved by the Kyriba connection hub to a dedicated folder,
regularly scanned by MULTIPATH. Files are then automatically retrieved, requalified and then re-submitted to the Kyriba
platform for integration.
ADEO Group is the first client to have subscribed to this services for its Polish banks, others are currently in the decisionmaking phase. In 2014, TARKETT Group chose the MULTIPATH offer to requalify statements for its subsidiaries in Northern
Europe (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden), Eastern Europe (Belarus, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine) and the USA.
This development has consolidated PATH FINANCE in its unique position.

1.4

Direct and sub-contracting projects

In parallel to its direct activities, in 2010 PATH FINANCE became the preferred sub-contracting partner of Kyriba, and then
Cegid, who, due to a lack of resources, entrusted it with management of many sub-contracting dossiers.
Complete roll-out of a solution or ad hoc service in the framework of extension of the perimeter to a new module, Sepa
migration, training a user, PATH FINANCE teams were also entrusted with the responsibility of projects of all sizes, from
micro-companies to more prestigious projects such as ACCOR Group, CARREFOUR, OLYMPIQUE LYONNAIS, NORBERT
DENTRESSANGLE, LABCO, etc.

1.5

Summary

On the strength of over 520 clients spanning more than 40 countries, and over 5,000 days of services performed, we are
proud of the positive feedback which we regularly receive, particularly for the effectiveness of results in daily operation of
the tools implemented:
 Pertinent financial analysis,
 The capacity to easily trace each banking error,
 Rapid return on investment,
 Excellent automatic reconciliation rates.
The PATH FINANCE offer, which combines the MULTIPATH platform and Kyriba solution is an integrated offer without any
equivalent on the market place and with very high added-value.
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2

STRENGHTS OF OUR RESPONSE TO YOUR PROJECT

2.1

Strengths of the Kyriba offer

2.1.1
Introduction
The heart of KYRIBA is cash-flow management and the architecture of its offer efficiently guarantees success of the project
and effective support for subsidiaries and users:
Kyriba offers complete integration of the various requirements of cash-flow and payment management.
Kyriba offers a simple and ergonomic user interface, for rapid adoption by your teams and effective daily use.
Easy roll-out thanks to a genuine SaaS platform :
o No constraints related to your technical architecture:
 The entire application can be accessed from an online browser,
 No technical component needs to be installed on your network.
o No extra effort needed for updates:
 Development in components of your technical architecture have no impact on the Kyriba
solution,
 Kyriba updates are completely managed by Kyriba and do not require any additional effort from
you.
o Kyriba offers a real shared platform: a single data reference, no interface between cash-flow modules
and application payments, a single database, sharing of the application with other Kyriba clients.
o Where other suppliers simply offer you a multitude of solutions hosted on their servers giving the
illusion that there is a single tool but without any common reference or shared technological platform,
KYRIBA frees you from IT problems and guarantees you permanent evolvability of the solution.
A reference company : publisher of the solution, with over 700 client groups (25,000 users), highest levels of
growth on the market, the only one with a global presence,
A tried and tested solution used and approved by our users.
2.1.2

Kyriba : a solid partner

-

A sustainable company and global leader in cash management
o 250 employees,
o Leading investors: BRED Banque Populaire, COFACE, GRP Partners and Iris Capital,
o Genuine fundamentals: zero debt, positive cash-flow, profitable,
o Solid growth : over 150 new clients per annum,
o Over 30M USD in turnover in 2012.

-

Strong development, a guarantee for the future and innovation
o 75 employees in R&D,
o 50 person-years per year of development for a single version,
o A flexible solution offering a capacity to create offers and freedom of customisation of all functions.

-

A series of key arguments
o Backups undertaken and tested -> Maximum information security,
o Commitment towards application availability -> Service level agreement (SLA),
o New generation of a product, no heritage of the past, of outdated technologies, … -> Reactivity, response to
client needs,
o SAAE 16 – SOX Certification -> Information traceability, time saving and money saving in the event of an
internal audit …

-

A robust platform which is able to manage:
o High volumes (e.g. : Accor : 1,000,000 transactions per months, AG2R La Mondiale : 600,000, Vivarte :
300,000, …),
o A high number of banks and/or users (e.g. : Colas : 600 users, Havas : 200, …),
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o
o

2.1.3
-

-

2.1.4

An almost unlimited number of accounts (the largest client in this domain manages 7,000 bank accounts),
All meeting very strict standards in terms of auditing management processes and audit trails in compliance
with the Sarbanes Oxley 404 regulation.

A modulated solution for real economies of scale
Permanent enrichment of new functions,
Easy and quick to roll-out due to the SaaS model, of which Kyriba is the
pioneer in the world and cash-flow > immediately operational with a
simple internet connection,
Can be consulted remotely from any workstation (Strong authentication,
validation of payment workflow using IPhone),
Independence from operating systems and developments on workstations,
user of a universal browser (Internet Explorer)
Market reference for data security and confidentiality
Because data security and confidentiality are key concerns, Kyriba implements all
necessary resources.
Kyriba spends over 2 million dollars per year to guarantee clients security and
confidentiality of the platform:
 Regular intrusion testing,
 SSAE16 (US) + ISAE3402 (International) Certification, formerly SAS70.

The Kyriba audit trail enables supervision of modifications of all entities (Company, Bank, Account, Users) in line with the
Who/When/What method, guaranteeing absolute control over the reference and coordination of activities.
All data stored on the remotely hosted database is
encrypted. Only clients can access data, insofar as a
username and password are required to access the
application and encrypted data. Password management
rules are handled by the Client application administrators.
The Client may establish password validity rules itself:
 Length,
 Non renewability,
 Deactivation rules,
 Term of validity.
Encrypted access portal to the Kyriba platform :
individual identification by username and
password.

Additional possibility of implementing the
following:
 IP address filtering to guarantee the origin of access,
 Dual authentication :
o Password login
o Receipt of an SMS including a connection code
o Code entry : Secure connection
 Applicable to all users or a section of users,
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2.1.5

 Customisation of the term of validity of the secure connection.
Cut-off management per user may also be implemented.

A cutting edge technological tool for you

The technologies selected enable the level of security, availability and quality of service expected to be guaranteed. They
comprise the following :
o

J2EE (Java 2 Entreprise Edition),

o

EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans) server,

o

Multi-third party architecture,

o

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) – User reference access
protocol,

o

Robust SQL database (Oracle),

o

Use of secure and standard protocols for communication between
application components,

o

Secure SSL 128 protocol for internet communication.

The benefits of Kyriba accessible from your iPhone and iPad
With Kyriba Mobile, simply connect from your mobile and access your cash-flow
platform without having to move. Kyriba Mobile is the first native iPad and iPhone
application which includes the main cash-flow management functions for mobile
devices, and allows funders to access sensitive information so as to take decisions
quickly and anywhere!
The Kyriba Mobile app is free for Kyriba clients and available in the Apple Store ; it is
compatible with all iPads and iPhones using iOS5 and later.
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2.2

The advantages of the PATH FINANCE offer

2.2.1
Our solutions
 An automated solution
 Limitation of local/central manual interventions, and optimises processing time,
 For the best possible responsiveness towards all stakeholders,
 MULTIPATH : the trusted third party for data collection.
 Secure




Complete traceability (processing, logs, config files at the time of processing …),
Eradication of recurring issues : lack of processing, subsidiary backup (human & technical),
Automatic backup of processed files (initial format & post-processing).

 High added-value
 Optimised operation of tools used:
o Significant time-saving thanks to optimised and secure tools (locally and centrally),
o Updated platforms, protected from manual uncontrolled interventions (and uncontrollable
interventions),
o Total control over the quality of data:
– Centralised and regular supervision of automatic re-coding of flows,
– Automated identification of unqualified entries,
o Pertinent analyses and reporting and real opportunities for financial management.


Handling of other file processing requirements :
o Reformatting files for intra-group entries for automated lettering,
o Recuperation/routing of files by mail/ftp,
o …



Increased credibility with partners (banks, subsidiaries, suppliers) :
o Reliable and detailed diagnoses in the event of errors,
o Time saving in the resolution of errors by pre-established diagnoses,
o Targeted summaries, simple to interpret.

2.2.2
A high quality partner
Since its creation, clients of PATH FINANCE have welcomed the following:
 Our professional expertise, operational and technical, enabling a response to expectations of all stakeholders in the
value chain of a project : Financial management, Account management, IS Management, in consultancy for
implementation of solutions, construction of interfaces and in the skills transfer to end users.
 Our in-field expertise : banking practices, technical stakeholders for the issue of statements, adaptation of training to
local expectations, our teams are well-versed.
 Our software expertise with partners thanks to:
 A pre-packaged approach facilitating their roll-out,
 Ready to use report packages so as to draw the very best on a daily basis and enable rapid ROI,
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Solid integration allowing recuperation of information from Kyriba for additional reports for Financial
Management, supporting the registered office in its policy aimed at motivating local teams
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3

CONCLUSION

A combined offer without any equivalent
A unique software offer: Multipath & Bypath for automation of the entire processing
chain.
Users focus on a single professional area: management
A single profession and recognised expertise
Benefit from the experience gained by our consultants and project managers in the
same geographical areas
Benefit from our methodology
Benefit from the reporting package with high added value in Kyriba, and around Kyriba
KYRIBA and EPISOFT tried and tested partner offers
Unrivalled operational power via intuitive ergonomics
Daily users since 2004
Adapted to in-field requirements
Yes, we can take a commitment over their adequacy and the project’s success

PATH FINANCE consequently provides a concrete and global offer without
any local IT roll-out to your African subsidiaries concerned with managing
their cash-flow, with an offer including the collection of statements and their
requalification, a modular software program adapted to their requirements,
a team of expert consultants, and the benefit across the entire continent of
support and assistance services in real time for teams from PATH FINANCE.
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